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AN INCONSISTENCY SENSITIVE ARRANGEMENT












We present a robust arrangement algorithm for algebraic curves based on floating point
arithmetic. The algorithm generates a planar arrangement that is realizable by curves that are
close to the input. We bound the running time and error in terms of the number of inconsisten-
cies in the input. An inconsistency is a triple of monotonic curve segments that are assigned a
cyclic vertical order over an open interval by the numerical algorithms. The number of vertices
in the output is V = 2n + N + min(3kn, O.5n2) and the running time is O(V log n) for alge-
braic curves comprised of n monotonic segments with N intersection points and k E Gen3)
inconsistencies. The maximum distance between the realization curves and the input curves
is (; + 3kE where € is the curve intersection accuracy. We show experimentally that k is zero
for generic inputs and is tiny for highly degenerate inputs. Hence, the algorithm running time
on real-world inputs equals that of a standard sweep and the realization error equals the curve
intersection error. The mean/max t values are 1O-t2/1O-10 for curves of degree 40.
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1 Introduction
We present a robust arrangement algorithm for algebraic curves based on floating point arithmetic.
An algebraic curve is the zero set of a polynomial F(x, y) with integer coefficients. A set of al-
gebraic curves partitions the xy plane into an arrangement: a combinatorial structure comprised
of cells, components of the plane away from curves; edges, smooth curve components away from
other curves; and vertices, non-smooth curve points or curve intersection points. Computing ar-
rangements is a core computational geometry task with diverse applications.
Arrangements can be computed by sweeping n curves with N intersections in 0 «n+N) log n)
time. This runtime bound assigns unit cost to geometric operations, such as partitioning a curve
into segments, intersecting two curves, and sorting vertices along an axis. The operations reduce
to constructing algebraic numbers and computing the signs of polynomials at these numbers. The
classical techniques for manipulating algebraic numbers incur a computational cost that grows
rapidly with degree and bit complexity. The same problem arises in incremental insertion or in any
other arrangement algorithm.
The challenge is to compute arrangements quickly despite their algebraic complexity. One
research direction is to employ custom geometric algorithms, constructive root bounds, and floating
point filters. This approach has led to practical arrangement algorithms for lines, circles, conics,
and cubics. We present an alternate research direction that replaces algebraic computation with
numerical computation.
We employ a sweep algorithm to compute the points where curve segments cross and the
vertical y-order between crossings. The algorithm is purely combinatorial, except for calls to a
numerical crossing module that computes the crossings of a pair of segments by the homotopy
method: a proven algorithm that is orders of magnitude faster than algebraic computation and
whose error is tiny. The only other numerical operation is comparison of floating point numbers,
which is exact and has unit cost.
The drawback of the numerical approach is that even a tiny error in the crossing module output
can lead to an inconsistency among the pairwise vertical segment orders. Inconsistency means that
the pairwise orders are not extensible to a linear order, hence are not realizable by any input. The
canonical example is tluee segments in cyclic order over an x-interval. When the standard sweep
encounters inconsistencies, it can output an arrangement with a non-planar topology or a large
numerical error. Our algorithm solves this problem by detecting and correcting inconsistencies. It
outputs consistent vertical orders that are correct for a set of realization curves that are close to the
input curves.
Differences between the computed and true vertical orders are inconsequential. Suppose the
input models an object with accuracy Q: the model is built from a prototype with a-accurate
measurements or the object is manufactured from the model with an a-accurate process. If the
realization curves are nearer than a to the input curves, our algorithm is indistinguishable from an
exact algorithm because our input is indistinguishable from an input for which our output is exact.
We show that the realization curves are nearer than 10-10 units to the input, which is smaller than
any realistic a value.
Degenerate inputs are a concern in arrangement computation. Degeneracies occur when com-
binatorially distinct entities coincide geometrically, for example three curves meet at a point. They
complicate the task of constructing a cell arrangement from the sweep output, which is straightfor-
ward for generic input. This paper describes our sweep algorithm for generic input; a companion
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paper describes an implemented arrangement algorithm that handles all degeneracies.
The advantage of the numerical approach is good asymptotic perfonnance with small constant
factors that are independent of degree and bit complexity. The number of vertices in the output
is V = 2n + N + min(3kn, O.5n2 ) and the running time is O(V logn) for curves comprised of
n monotonic segments with N intersection points and k E O(n3 ) inconsistencies. The maximum
distance between the realization curves and the input is E + 3kE where E is the curve intersection
accuracy. We call the algorithm inconsistency sensitive because the running time and the accuracy
are expressed in tenns of k with optimal values at k = O. We show experimentally that k is zero
for generic inputs and is small for degenerate inputs. Hence, the running time on real-world inputs
equals that of a standard sweep and the realization error equals the curve intersection error. The
meanlmax E values are 10-12/10- 10 for curves of degree 40.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys prior work on arrangement
algorithms. Section 3 specifies the input to our sweep algorithm and sections 4 and 5 describe
the algorithm. Section 6 explains how to convert algebraic curves into the algorithm input format.
Section 7 presents empirical measurements of k and E. Section 8 discusses our results.
2 Prior work
Halperin [6] surveys arrangements with a focus on linear objects. Yap [20] surveys robust compu-
tational geometry with a focus on exact methods.
Keyser et al [9] compute arrangements of non-degenerate rational parametric curves with an
O(n2) algorithm. Arranging 12 curves of degree at most 4 with 80 bit coefficients takes 1142
seconds on a 400MHz Pentium 2. Halperin and Leiserowitz [7] compute arrangements of circles
by a perturbation method.
LEDA [10] and CGAL [4] compute arrangements of line segments via generalizations of Bent-
ley's sweep algorithm that employ filtered rational arithmetic. Wein [18] extends the CGAL ar-
rangement algorithm to conics. Arranging 20 random conics takes 2 seconds on a 450MHz Pen-
tium 2. Berberich et al [2] extend the LEDA arrangement algorithm to conics. Arranging 60
random conics with 50 bit coefficients takes 49 seconds on a 846MHz Pentium 3. Eigenwillig et al
[3] extend the LEDA arrangement algorithm to cubics. Arranging 60/90/120/250 random cubics
with 100 bit coefficients takes 20/60/110/180 seconds on a 1.2GHz Pentium 3. Geismann et al [5]
compute arrangements of special quartics (used to compute arrangements of 3D quadratics) with
a sweep algorithm. Arranging 3 quartics with 30 bit coefficients takes 186 seconds on a Pentium
700. Wolpert [19] computes arrangements of nonsingular algebraic curves by an unimplemented
sweep algorithm.
Mourrain et al [16] compute arrangements of 3D quadratics by an unimplemented plane sweep
algorithm. Geismann et al [5, 17] compute arrangements of 3D quadratics. Keyser et al [8] com-
pute arrangements of low-degree sculpted solids without degeneracies.
3 Input specification
The inputs to the sweep algorithm are curve segments and a crossing module. We develop an al-
gorithm for unbounded curve segments in Section 4 and extend it to bounded monotonic segments
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in Section 5. This section specifies the algorithm inputs.
3.1 Segments
A curve segment is a connected submanifold of the xy plane that is the graph of a continuous
function y ~ I(x) , I ---> !II with I an interval. Let minx(j) ~ min(1(j)) and maxx(j) =
max(1(j)). An unbounded segment has minx(j) = -00 and maxx(j) = 00, a semi-bounded
segment has finite maxx(f), and a bounded segment has finite minx(j) and maxx(f).
The crossing module takes segments f and 9 and returns a crossing list (f, g, rl, T21 ••• 1r m).
The ri are the crossing intersection points where f{ri) = g{ri) and f{x) - g{x) changes sign. The
function sgn(j, g, x) expresses the sign of I(x) - g(x) for x E 1(j) n1(g), equivalently the vertical
order of f{x) and g{x), according to the crossing list. Its value is -1 for x < rIo 0 for x = TIt 1
for Tl < X < r2, and so on. It is evaluated in logm time by binary search of the crossing list. If
f{x) > g(x) for x < Tl' the module returns the crossing list (g, f, TIl T2, ... , Tm). In this case, we
evaluate sgn(j, g, x) by the rule sgn(j, g, x) = -sgn(g, I, x).
The function sgn+(J, g, r) denotes the right limit of sgn(j, g, x) at x = T, and sgn_(J, g, T)
denotes the left limit. If x is not a crossing, sgn(j, g, x) = sgn+(f, g, x) = sgn_(j, g, x). Like
sgn, sgn+ and sgn_ are evaluated in log m by binary search of the crossing list.
Inconsistency The crossing module is inconsistent for segments f,g, h at x when it outputs
crossing lists for which sgn+(j, g, x) = sgn+{g, h, x) = sgn+(h, f, x). The segments are in cyclic
vertical order according to the crossing lists, whereas the actual segments are linearly ordered.
The inconsistency occurs throughout the open interval (T, s) that is bounded by the closest cross-
ings/endpoints r .$ x and s > x in the three lists. We call such an interval an inconsistency. The
sweep algorithms in Sections 4 and 5 remove inconsistencies by adding and deleting crossings.
Asswnptions
1. Crossing list construction is linear in the maximum number of crossings.
2. The crossing module is strongly €-accurate according to the following definition. OUf fonnal
results are independent of €: € is not a input parameter to OUf algorithms, and they are correct
for any value of €. They are useful because € is tiny in practice.
Definition 3.1 Let curves f, 9 have crossings Tl, T2, ... , rm and a corresponding sign function
sgn(j, g, x) = -sgn(g,j, x).
1. sgn is 6y -accurate at x ifsgn(j, g, x) ~ 0 implies I(x) - g(x) ~ 6y.
2. sgn is strongly (o:l:,oy)-accurate if it is oy-accurate for all x E [Ti + 0:1:1 ri+l - ox] for
i = 0,1,2, ... ,m, whereTo = min(1(j) n1(g)) -6x and T m +l = max(I(j) n1(g)) +6x .
3. sgn is strongly o-accurate ifit is strongly (bx1 by)-accurate and 0 = 0:1: + 0Y.
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The notation [Ti + 0, Ti+l - 0] is the interval [Ti,1'i+ll shrunk by 0 > 0 from each end, but if
1'i + 0" > Ti+l - 0", it denotes the single value (1'i + Ti+1)/2. This restriction prevents an accurate
crossing module from inserting spurious pairs of nearby roots in its output.
Crossing lists cannot model curves that intersect tangentially or over an interval. NevertheR
less, these cases are allowed in the input. The crossing module maintains €-accuracy by omitting
tangential intersections and assigning non-zero signs on intervals of intersection.
3.2 Monotonic segments
A segment is monotonic when f ' IAt) ~ Iy(f) is hijective, where Ix(f) (formerly l(f)l and
Iy(t) denote the domain and range. Let miny(f) = min(ly(f)) and maxy(f) = max(ly(f)). The
segment connects two diagonal vertices of its bounding rectangle rect(f) = 1:J;(f) x Iy(f). An in-
creasing segment connects lail(f) = (minx(f), miny(f)) to head(f) = (maxx(f), maxy(f)) and
a decreasing segment connects lail(f) = (minx (f), max, (f)) to head(f) = (maxx(f), min" (f)).
The monotonic segment crossing module takes f and 9 and returns a list of crossing points
1'1,1'2, ... ,Tm E rect(f) n rect(g) whose x-coordinates and y-coordinates are the crossing val-
ues for crossing lists in each coordinate direction. Let (f,g, 1'1:J;, 1'2"" ... ,Tm",) be the x crossing
list. If f is increasing, the y crossing list is (g,f,Tly,1'2y, ... ,Tmy). If f is decreasing, it is
(f, g, T my ,T III-ly'···' Tly). sgn",(J, g, x) and sgny(f, g, y) are the sign functions of the x and y
crossing lists.
Suppose p is an endpoint of f. Let 9 be another segment such that I",(g) properly overlaps
Ix(f) and Px E Ix(g). Using sgnx' we can tell whether p is above or below g. If p = lail(f),
examine sgn",+(f, g,p",), and if p = head(f), examine sgo",_(f, g,p",). The value -1 mean p is
below, and the value +1 means p is above. Similarly, we can use sgny to detennine if p is left or
right of 9 such that PIJ E Iy(g). Ifp E rect(g) and 9 is increasing, p is above 9 if and only if pis
left of 9 and similarly if 9 is decreasing and/or p is below.
Assumptions
1. Crossing list construction is linear in the maximum number of crossings.
2. The crossing module is strongly E-accurate in x and y.
3. (General position) No three segments share an endpoint. No endpoint lies on another seg-
ment. If two segments share a tail p, no segment endpoint q can satisfy q", < P", and qy = p".
4. If p is an endpoint of f and g, the f, h and g, h crossing lists agree on the left/right and
abovelbelow status of p with respect to h.
5. If minx(f) = minx (g) and lail(f)y < lail(g)" then sgnx+(f,g,minx(f)) - -1, and
similarly for max", and for the y-direction.
4 Unbounded segments
This section presents a sweep algorithm for unbounded curve segments, which need not be mono-




Figure 1: Sample sweep events at x = T.
1. a list S of segments called the sweep list representing the order of the segments from lowest
to highest along the sweep line. S is implemented as a red-black binary tree whose inorder
traversal is the list order. The successor and predecessor of f in S are denoted succ(f) and
pred(f).
2. a priority queue P of events ordered by x: insert(f, r), insert f into S at x = T, or
swapCf, g, r), swap f with 9 in S at x = T. P is implemented as a standard heap data
structure with ties (equal r) broken arbitrarily.
3. a set C of output crossing lists. C is implemented as a hash tree with key an unordered pair
of segments.
For sweep line x = T, S is locally consistent ifsgn+(!, g, r) = -1 for each pair I, 9 E S such that
9 = succ(J). This invariant holds after all events at T are processed.
The algorithm is as follows. Initialize P with insert(fi, -(0) for i = 1,2, ... , n. Initialize S
and C to be empty. While P is not empty, dequeue an event and process it.
insert(f, T): Set the sweep line to x = T and insert I into S. If S is empty, set root(S) = f,
else if sgn+ (f, root(S), T) = -1, insert I recursively into left(S). else insert I recursively into
right(S). Rebalance S as necessary. If I is not the first element of S. then pred(f), I is a newly
adjacent pair. If f is not the last element of S, then I, succ(f) is a newly adjacent pair. For each
newly adjacent pair u, v, add (u, v) to C and invoke the crossing module for u, v to obtain the input
crossing list (u, v, TI, T2, ... , Tm). Enqueue into P each corresponding input swap event for u, v;
swap(J, g, T)), swap(g, j, T2)' swap(J, g, T3), etc.
swap(f, g, T): Set the sweep line to x = T and check if 9 = succ(f) in S. If not, discard this
event. Otherwise, swap the positions of I and 9 in S. Look up the crossing list for I, 9 in C and
append T to it. If 9 is not the first element in S, the pair pred(gLg is newly adjacent. Similarly,
I, succ(J) if I is not the last element. For each newly adjacent pair u, v, if C does not contain
a crossing list for u, v, add (u, v) to C, invoke the crossing module on u, v, and enqueue into P
input swap events for u, v with Tj > r. If sgn+(u, v, T) = 1 (u, v not locally consistent), enqueue
swap(u, v, r) into P. We call this event an immediate swap.
Figure 1 illustrates the algorithm. The S order is a, b, c, d when swap(b, c, r) is processed. The
swap is executed because c = succ(b), T is appended to the (b, c) crossing list in C, band c are
swapped in S, and the S order becomes a, c, b, d. The freshly adjacent pairs are a, c and b, d. An
immediate swap(b, d, T), is enqueued because sgn+(b, d, r) = 1. These segments were inserted
in S in sgn order and crossed at T' < r, but the crossing module calculated T < r', so their first
adjacency occurred after they should have swapped. Regular swap(d, b, s) and swap(a, c, t) events
are also enqueued. The immediate swap is executed next, then the swap at s. then the swap at t.
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After the sweep is complete, the state of 8 and C corresponds to a new crossing module. To
obtain the crossing list for I, g. look up the pair in C and return its entry if it exists. If I, 9 does
not have an entry in C, return (I, g) if I comes before 9 in 8 and (g, f) if it comes after. Let sgn/
be the new output sign function for this new crossing module.
4.1 Correctness and Complexity
Lemma 4.1 Immediately after insert(f, T) is executed, f is locally consistent with respect to its
neighbors: sgn+(pred(j), J) ~ -1 iff is not first and sgn+(j,succ(j)) = -1 if f is not last.
Immediately after swap(f, g, r) is execllted, sgn+(g, f, 1') = -1.
Proof The tree insertion preserves local consistency because if f is not the first element in S,
then pred(f) is the root e of the lowest subtree 8 1 containing fin right(8'). Since the algorithm
inserted f in right(S'), sgn(j, e, r) = 1 and thus sgn(e, f, r) = -1. Similarly, the successor.
The sign of sgn+(f,g, x) alternates at crossings of f,g: sgn+U,g,Tl) = 1, sgn+(J,g,T2) =
-1, ..., and hence sgn+(g, f, 7",) = sgn+(j, g, r,) = sgn(g, f, r3) = ... = -1. Therefore, the
input swaps swap(f, g, 1'1). swap(g,J, T2). swap(j, g, 1'3), ... satisfy the claim. An immediate
swap swap(j, g, r) is enqueued only if sgn+(j, g, r) = 1 and therefore sgn+(g,j, r) = -1. 0
Let 8(x) denote the the state of 8 after all events at T :$ x are processed but before any event
at s > x is processed.
Lemma 4.2 Sex) is locally consistent/or all x.
Proof It suffices to consider x = l' at which an event occurs. Consider the different ways a
pair f, 9 can become adjacent in S. By the previous lemma. the events insert(f, 1'), insert(g, T),
or swap(g,f,r) have sgn+(J,g,r) = -1 as a post-condition. If f,g became newly adjacent
as a result of another event at x = r. consider the last time they became newly adjacent. If
sgn(f,9,r) = 1, an immediate swap swap(f, g, 1') would have been enqueued and eventually
processed, making the order g, f instead of f, g. Therefore, sgn(f, g, 1') = -1.
Finally, if I, 9 were adjacent prior to any event at x = l' being processed, assume inductively
that Seq) is locally consistent, where q < l' is the previous event value. The pair 1, 9 cannot have
an input crossing at ri E (q,r] because the algorithm checks every newly adjacent pair for future
swaps and enqueues them. The swap swap(f, 9, Ti) would have been executed and made the order
g, f instead of f, g at x = r. Therefore, sgn+(j, g, r) = sgnU, g, r) = sgn+U, g, q). By the
inductive assumption. sgn+(f, g, q) = -1. 0
Lemma 4.3 sgn,+(j, g, x) = -1 ifand only if f precedes gin S(x).
Proof If the pair I, 9 has no entry in C, the output crossing list is determined by their order in
B(co), the final 8. Since f, 9 does not appear in C, they did not swap. and so their order in S(x) is
the same.
Suppose 1,9 has the entry (f, g, 1'1, 1'2,···, r m ) E C. (If (g, 1,1'1,1'2, ... ,Tm ) E C. switch
the roles of I and 9 and use the fact that sgn'(f,g, x) = -sgn'(g,/,X).) Suppose 1'1, ... ,Ti :$ x
and x < Ti+1, ... ,Tm. By definition, the value of sgn/(f, g,x) is -1 ifi is even and 1 ifi is odd.
However. each rj corresponds to a swap in S executed at x = rj. Therefore, I comes before 9 in
Sex) if and only if i is even. 0
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Lemma 4.4 ljsgn+(J, 9, x) -=f sgn~(J, 9, x), there exist segments a, b, c, d such that 1, a, band
9, c, d are inconsistent at x.
Proof Suppose sgn+(J, g, x) = 1 and sgn~(J, g, x) = -1. By the previous lemma, / comes
before 9 in S(x). Let L be the sublist of S(x) from t to g. By Lemma 4.2, if h ELand h # g,
thensgn+(h,succ(h),x) =-l.
Repeat the following step: if the neighbors of some h E L, h f 1 and h -=f g, satisfy
sgn+(pred(h), succ(h), x) = -1, remove h from L. (Here we are calculating pred(h) and succ(h)
relative to current state of L.) Do this in any order until there are no such h. Every three con-
secutive elements in L must now be inconsistent at x. We call such an L a minimaL/ocafly con-
sistent list from / to 9 at x. Lemma 4.2 implies that L contains three or more elements because
sgn+(J,g, x) = 1 and 1 precedes 9 in L. The first three elements, 1, a, b are inconsistent at x, as
are the last three elements c, d, 9 (although these might be the same three elements if ILl = 3). 0
Theorem 4.5 J) The numbero/segment endpoints (at ±oo) plus omput segment crossings is V =
2n + N + min(3kn,O.5n2 ) and the running time is O(Vlog). where N is the number a/input
crossings and k = D(n3 ) is the number o/input inconsistencies. 2) The output is consistent. 3) If
the inpllt has no inconsistencies, then sgn/ =sgn.
Proof
1) There are n insert events and N input swap events. The next paragraph shows that at most V
events are executed, as opposed to discarded. Since each executed event can enqueue no more than
two immediate swap events, the total number of events processed is n +N +2V ::; 3V. Therefore,
there are O(V) tree and queue operations, for a total running time of O(V logn).
All n insertions are executed. A pair /,g with input crossing list (j,9,rl, .. ' ,Tm ) can swap
at most once per interval (-00, Tl), [TI, T2), ... , [Tm, 00) because sgn+(j, g, x) is invariant on each
interval. IT a swap is executed, sgn+ will have the correct value, so another swap will not be
enqueued in the interval. Nominally, 1 and 9 should swap m times, but if they have an extra
swap in [-00, rr), then 9 must come before 1 in B(-00). By Lemma 4.3, sgn~(9, 1, -00) = -1,
but according to the input crossing list, sgn+(9, 1, -00) = 1. By Lemma 4.4, there must be an
inconsistency involving /. Each of k inconsistencies involves three segments, and each segment is
in n - 1 pairs. Therefore, there are at most 3k(n - 1) extra swaps. Other the other hand, there are
no more than n(n - 1)/2 pairs. Therefore the number of extra swaps is at most min(3kn, O.5n2 ),
and the total number of executed events is n + N + min(3kn, O.5n2).
There are O(n3 ) triples of segments. If the maximum number of crossings per pair is m, there
are O((nm)3) possible inconsistencies, since each inconsistency occurs over a maximal interval
that is free of /,g, h crossings. We assume that m is a constant to obtain the simplified result
k ~ 0(n3 ).
2) Given x and and a triple of segments t, g, h, supposesgn'(f, g, x) = sgn'(g, h, x) = -1. By
Lemma 4.3, t precedes 9 and 9 precedes h in S(x). Therefore t precedes h, and sgn'(f, h, x) =
-1. Therefore, sgn/(h, 1, x) # -I, and there is no inconsistency.
3) If sgn ¥= sgn', there exists x and segments I, 9 such that sgn{f, 9, x) =j:. sgn/{f, 9, x). By
Lemma 4.4 there must be an inconsistency. The claim is the contrapositive. 0
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4.2 Accuracy
The input crossing module is assumed strongly c:-accurate according to Definition 3.1. The output
is trivially strongly €-accurate when k = 0 by Theorem 4.5. It might be possible to prove that sgnl
is always strongly o-accurate for small 0, perhaps O(kc). We prove a weaker claim: if the input
is strongly accurate for small E, the output is weakly accurate for small 0, as defined below. This
claim suffices for our main purpose, which is to prove realizability.
Definition 4.1 Let segments fJ 9 have crossings TIl r2, ... , Tm and a corresponding sign function
sgnU, g, x).
1. sgn is weakly (Ox, oy)-accurate if/or all x E I(f)nI(g) there exists x' such that lxi-xi ::5 07:
and sgn is oy-accurate at x' (Definition 3.1, Part J).
2. sgn is weakly a-accurate ifit is weakly (0:&"1 oy)-accurate and 0 = Ox + Oy.
Strong (0"" oy)-accuracy implies weak (ox, oy)-accuracy because each x E [T;, T;+l) lies within Ox
of some x' E [ri + oz, ri+I - ox]. The converse is false, hence the terms strong and weak.
Theorem 4.6 If sgn is strongly €-accllrate with k > 0 inconsistencies. sgn/ is weakly € + 3h-
accurate.
Proof Suppose sgn'U, g, x) = -1 but sgnU, g, x) = 1. Let L ~ (h, = f, h" h3 , . .. , h, = g)
be a minimal locally consistent list from f to 9 as constructed in the proof of Lemma 4.4. Suppose
xisfarfromanycrossing. Sinceh,(x)-h'+I(x):S dar 1 :S i:S 1-1, it follows thatf(x)-g(x) =
hI (x) - hl(x) :$. (l - 1)E. Now, every three consecutive segments in L are inconsistent. Therefore
k?: 1 - 2 and (I - 1)< :S <+ h. Therefore, sgn is weakly (0, <+ h)-accurate at x .
. This proof fails when x is near one of the boundaries of an inconsistency. Let [rmin, rmax] be
an interval of inconsistency. We need to find an x' < x that is near x and that avoids the intervals
[rmin, rmin + E] and [rn18.."<: - €, rmax] for each inconsistency. The combined length of the excluded
intervals is 2kE, so x/ can be chosen within 2k€ of x.
Ifsgn(j, g, x') = 1 and sgn/(j, 9, x') = -I, the error at Xl is Oy = E+k€ by the argument in the
first paragraph, since Xl is far from any relevant crossing. From the previous paragraph, Ox = 2kE,
and sgn/ is weakly (2kE, € + h)-accurate.
Ifsgn(j, g, x') = -1, there exists x" withinE of x/ such that f(x)-g(x) :$. € ::; kE, since k ~ 1.
It follows that Ixll - xl :$. Ix" - xii + Ix' - xl :$. E+ 2k€. So sgn/ is weakly (E + 2kE, kE)-accurate.
If sgn/(f, g, x') = I, there must be an event swap(g, I, r) for x/ < r < x, which implies
that sgn+U, 9, r) = -1. Move Xl just to the right of r and apply the result of the previous para-
graph. If x' were greater than x, this reasoning would not work: swapU, 9, r) does not imply that
sgn_U, g, r) = -1 because the algorithm cannot advance crossings,just postpone them. 0
4.3 Realizability
Let dist(p, J) denote the distance from pointp to segmentf: the minimum over x of Ip-(x, f(x))I.
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near(j, x, 0) U (-00, f(x)],
- near(j, x, 0) U (J(x), 00].
In effect, near(j, x, 0) denotes the interval of Y values near f (x), taking into account the slope of
j: a steep segment will have a longer Y interval near it.
Definition 4.3 Given a sign/unction Sgn(j, g, x) Oil segments j and g:
1. sgn is o-realizable at x ifsgn(j, g, x) ~ 0 implies abave(j, x, 0) n belaw(g, x, 0) "I 0;
2. sgn is o-realizable ijsgn(j, g, x) is o-realizable/or all x.
Lemma 4.7 Weak (ox, oy)-accuracy implies Ox + oy-realizability.
Proof Suppose sgn(j, g, x) .:s; 0, and let x' satisfy the definition of weak (ox, oy)-accuracy.
The set of points {x/} x near(j, x', Oy) lies within Oy of j. The set of points {x} x near(J, x', Oy)
is Ix - x/I .:s; Ox to the left or right and therefore lies with Ox + Oy of /. Hence,
near(j, x', Oy) ~ near(j, x, Ox + Oy).
It follows that,
above(j, x', Oy) ~ above(f, x, OX + Oy),
and similarly far belaw and far g. We have f(x') E near(j, x', Oy) C abave(j, x', Oy) by the
definition of near and /(x') E below(g, x', Oy) by the definition of (ox, oy)-accurate. Therefore,
above(f, Xi, Oy) nbelow(g, X/,Oy) =j:. 0. By the subset relationships shown above, above(j, x, Ox +
0,)) n belaw(g, x, O. + Oy)) "I 0. 0
Theorem 4.8 Suppose sgn is consistent and o-realizable at x for segments gl, g2, ... ,gn such
thatsgn(gi,gj,X) = -1/or1.:s; i < j.:s; n. ThereexistYl.:s; Y2.:s; ... .:s; Ynsllchthat/or
I ~ i ~ j ~ n, Yi E belaw(g;, x, 0) and Y; E abave(gi, x, 0).
Proof For 1 ::; i ::; n, define
h~i j~n
Y; ~ nabave(gh' x, 0) n nbelaw(g;, x, 0).
h~1 j~i
The set Yi is an intersection of intervals, and each pair of intervals has non-empty intersection for
the following reasons. A pair of above intervals have non-empty intersection, and similarly each
pair of below intervals. By definition of near, above(gi, x, 8) n below(gi, x, 0) = near(gi, x, 0). By
definition of v-realizable, for h::f j, above(ghl X, 0) n below(gj, x, 6) ::f 0.
Since each pair of intervals intersects, all pairs must have a common element (interval version
of Helley's theorem), and Yi is non-empty. Let Yi = min(Yi). These Yi satisfy the final clause
of the theorem. All we need to show is that Yi ::; YHI. However, the construction of Yi+l has
below(gi+l, x, 0) replaced by above(gi+l' x, 0), which cannot decrease the minimum. 0
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Definition 4.4 An x-monotonic curve is a continuous curve whose intersection with each vertical
line x = a is either a single point or, for a finite number of vertical lines. a vertical line segment,
pq with p:& = q:&.
Just as a curve segment is equivalent to a continuous function y = I(x), an x-monotonic curve
is equivalent to a piecewise continuous function y = j(x) whose discontinuities are fined in with
vertical lines segments.
Definition 4.5 A set it, ]2, ... , jn ofx-monotonic curves realizes a sign function sgn iffor 1 ::;
i < j ::; n and for every x for which ji(X) and jj(x) are continuous the following holds:
S{!;Il(J..!j,x) SO implies ii(X) S jj(x) and S{!;Il(f;, f;, x) ~ 0 implies j,(x) > jj(x).
The x-monotonic CUIVes cross where sgn says they do, but they can overlap along a vertical line
segment at the crossing.
Theorem 4.9 Let sgn on II, h, ... ,In be consistent and a-realizable. There exist x-monotonic
curves AJ2"" JJn that realize sgn such that lUes within a of /ifor 1::; i ~ n (for all x,
dist((x, J.(x)), n S Ii).
Proof Given a curve g, we state as mathematical fact that the set of points
{pip E below(g) anddist(p,g) = Ii}
is a continuous curve: the lower a-level set of g.
For each x not a crossing, j(x) takes on the value of Yi given in Theorem 4.8, where I = 9, (f
is the ith curve in the vertical order at x). We claim that the resulting function is continuous away
from crossings. The construction of the lemma sets j(x) equal to upper envelope (maximum)
of-lower a-level sets of 91,92, .. . ,9i. As long as 1= 9i does not cross another curve, the list
gl, g2,"" 9,-} might change order, but the set 91, 92, ... , gi will stay the same. The maximum of
a set of continuous functions is continuous.
At a crossing x = r (indeed at any x), tbe limits j _(r) and j +(r) nf j (x) from tbe left and
right both lie in above(f, T, 0) and belowU, T, 0). Therefore they and the interval between them
lies in nearU, T, 0), and thus all of] (even its vertical segments) lie within 0 of f. 0
Corollary 4.10 The output ofthe sweep algorithm is a crossing module for a consistent signfunc-
tion realized by x-monotonic curves it, i2'.' ., in that lie with E + 3kE ofit,h"", In·
Proof Part 2 of Theorem 4.5 implies that the output sign function is consistent. Apply Theo-
rem 4.9 to the results of Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.7. 0
The realization curves have vertical segments, whereas the input curves are monotonic in x.
There is no geometric significance to vertical segments. Moreover, the sweep algorithm applies to
x-monotonic curves with minor changes. Although the realization curves in the proof overlap over
short intervals, this overlap is eliminated by a simple perturbation.
II
5 Bounded segments
This section describes a sweep algorithm for (bounded or unbounded) monotonic segments that
matches the perfonnance of the unbounded segment algorithm. Section 5.1 extends the sweep to
semi-bounded segments. Section 5.2 extends it to bounded segments, but without an error bound.
Section 5.3 derives an error bound for specialized bounded segments that have a tree structure.
Section 5.4 handles monotonic segments by combining these results.
5.1 Semi-bounded segments
The unbounded segment sweep extends to semi-bounded segments with the following changes.
Initialization Add events remove(Ji,ffiaxx(Ji)): remove /i from S at x = r for 1::; i ::; n to
the initial state of P. Ties are broken arbitrarily, except that removes come before swaps.
Execution Upon dequeuingremove(J, T) from P, delete f from S. Ife = pred(f) andsucc(f) =
gin S prior to this deletion, e and 9 become freshly adjacent. H either maxx(e) = r or maxz(g) =
r where T = max;r(J), nothing needs to be done because an upcoming remove event will remove
one of these segments. Otherwise, treat the freshly adjacent pair the same as those arising from
swaps.
Correctness and Complexity During the sweep. the n additional remove events create up to n
additional newly adjacent pairs, which are treated as in the original algorithm. Therefore, there are
no additional crossings and the running time is still O(V log n).
Accuracy The proof of accuracy in Theorem 4.6 employs shifts to the left, which presents no
problems for segments whose domains are only bounded on the right.
5.2 Bounded segments
The algorithm for semi-bounded segments extends to bounded segments.
Initialization No change.
Execution Ties are broken by processing inserts after swaps and removes. The sweep list S is
represented as a persistent binary tree. When f, 9 lack an entry in the output C, their crossing list
is constructed based on their initial order at x = max(minx (f)l minx(g)), which is obtained from
S in log n time.
Correctness and Complexity The proofs of correctness and complexity do not depend on hav-











Figure 2: Branching segments.
Accuracy The proof of accuracy fails when the leftward shift reaches the left endpoint of a
bounded segment. As far as we know, the numerical error of f with respect to 9 at x = min:!: (1)
may be unbounded, at least for a short x interval.
5.3 Branching segments
Since we could not prove an inconsistency-sensitive error bound for bounded segments, let us
generalize semi-bounded segments differently. A forest of binary trees of curve segments defines
a set of semi-bounded branching segments. The root of each tree is a semi-bounded segment and
all other nodes are segments bounded on the left. Since the root of each tree starts to the left at
x = -00 and the children extend to the right to increasing x, the children of a node f are denoted
lower(f) and upper(f). However, if there is only one child, it it denoted child(J). If 9 is a child
of f, the pair t, 9 must satisfy three continuity conditions. Let r = maxx(J).
1. min. (g) = T.
2. Ifmin.{h) < T < max.(h), then sgn_(f, h,T) = sgn+(g, h,T).
3. If g' is a child of l' and max. (J') = T (= min. (g')), then sgn_ (J,J', T) = sgn+ (g, g', T).
Each input 9 is a subset of a semi~bounded segment g, which denotes the union of 9 with its
ancestors in its tree. If 9 =f Ii, for x S min(maxAg), maxz(h)), sgn(g, h, x) is well-defined and
continuous between segments ofg and Ii thanks to the three continuity conditions. However, if f is
the nearest common ancestor of 9 and h, then 9 = h = 1for x ::; maxx(f). Suppose 9 arises from
the lower child of f (lower(f) C !f) and h arises from the upper child (upper(J) c h). Then for
x ::; max:z:(J), define sgn(g, h, x) = -1. In other words, we imagine 9 and Ii to contain separate
copies of 7 with g's copy slightly lower than h's copy. The resulting sgn function is strongly €-
accurate: for x :S max,,(f), g(x) = j(x) :S j(x) + < = h(x) + <for any < ~ O. Figure 2 shows
a forest of 11 segments in 3 trees that defines the 6 branching segments a, bcd, bee, fg, fhii, and
fhik.
Initialization Initialize P with insert(f, -00) for every semi-bounded segment and one of the
following for each semi-bounded or bounded segment f: remove(f, r), replace(f, child(!), r), or
branch(f, lower(f), upper(f), r). These events correspond to f having zero, one, or two children.
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Execution Upon dequeuing replace(f,g, r), replace f by 9 in S. For branch(j, g, h, r), replace
f by the sublist g, h in S. Thanks to the three continuity conditions, no immediate swap can occur.
Check the (up to three) newly adjacent pairs of segments for future crossings and enqueue swaps
as appropriate.
Correctness and Complexity Thanks to the continuity conditions, replace and branch events
preserve local consistency. The effect of these events is the same as a remove followed by one or
two locally consistent insertions. Therefore, the output complexity and running time remain the
same.
Accuracy Since each bounded segment f is now part of a semi-bounded segment 7, the proof
of accuracy does not fail when it attempts to shift past the left end of f. Instead, it shifts onto the
parent of f in the tree. Hence, the output is E + 3kE-accurate as in the semi-bounded case.
5.4 Monotonic segments
We combine the prior algorithms to handle monotonic segments. We sweep the segments in the
y direction (horizontal sweep line) with the bounded segment algorithm. This sweep enables us
to convert the input into branching segments by splitting segments and adding horizontal line seg-
ments. We sweep the branching segments to obtain accurate output crossing lists. The inaccuracy
of the y sweep manifests itself in erroneous splits, which increase the running time by a constant
factor, but is isolated from the output accuracy.
Using sgny and the sweep algorithm for bounded segments, conduct a y-sweep of It, h, ... ,in'
Do the following for each segment f E {It, h,. ", in} whose tail t = tail(f) is not equal to the
head head(g) of some other segment g. When the algorithm encounters t = tail(f) at the event
insert(f) (increasing) or remove(f) (decreasing), record the predecessor 9 of f in S: 9 is imme-
diately to the left of i at t but not connected to it. After this sweep, we know (approximately)
for each each such segment f the first segment 9 that a horizontal ray extending leftward from
t = tail(f) will hit. By assumption 3 in Section 3.2, this ray does not pass through a segment
endpoint before hitting g.
Each such ray is a semi-bounded constant segment h with ffiaJC:c(h) = t y and t right of g. The
latter is true because the sweep is locally consistent and hence sgny(g, I, t y) = -1. Calculate
the crossing x = T of intersection between 9 and h and define p = (T, t y ). Split 9 into g< and
g> at P such that tail(gd = lai1(g), head(gd = tail(g» = p and head(g» = head(g). Set
min:c(h) = P:c (h now connects p to t), but if there was no segment to the left of t = tail(/) (f
was the first element in S at y = t y ), h remains semi~bounded. Although one monotonic 9 might
be split by multiple Is, there are at most n splits. The result is up to 2n monotonic segments and
up to n bounded or semi-bounded constant segments.
Now construct a set of branching segments, based on common endpoints, out of the 3n seg-
ments. If head(J) is not the tail of another segment, f is a leaf. If head(J) = tail(g) for exactly
one segment g, then 9 = child(J). If head(h) = tail(J) = tail(g) where f and 9 are not horizontal
and sgux_(J, g, minx(J)) = -I, then f ~ lower(h) and 9 ~ upper(h). If 9 was split into g< and
g> by h at p = head(gd = tail(g» = tail(h) and if 9 is decreasing, then g> = lower(gd and
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Figure 3: Branching segment construction: (a) input; (b) output.
trees are the set of semi~boundedconstant segments: tail rays that do not hit a monotonic segment.
Assumptions 3-5 in Section 3.2 imply that the branching segments satisfy the three continuity
conditions. Figure 3 shows segments u, b, c, d, e with horizontals hI, h2 , h3 that generate branching
segments hIa, b<b>. b<h2c<c>, and b<h2c<h3e.
Run the sweep algorithm in x for branching segments on the 3n segments. In generating the
output set of crossing lists, ignore swaps between monotonic and constant segments. Match the
remaining swaps to the original monotonic segments (in case one or both monotonic segments
were split). The output crossings of the sweep algorithm are consistent and € + 3k€-reaIizable.
Discarding irrelevant crossings involving added constant segments h does not change this fact.
Analysis The y-sweep has running time in O(Vlogn). Its output complexity is O(V), but that
does not matter since we only use the y-sweep to calculate n horizontal line segments. In the
subsequent x-sweep, a bounded constant segment h (representing horizontal segment pt) might
intersect some segment e, but this can only happen if the y-sweep is inconsistent. If e is supposed
to be between 9 and f at y = t y (sgnl/(g,e,ty) = sgny(e,f,ty) = -1) but the y-sweep does
not place e there, the y-sweep is inconsistent, and either sgn~(f, e, ty) = 1 or sgn~(e, g, ty) = 1.
However, this means we can construct a minimal locally consistent list, and the first (or last) three
segments in this chain are inconsistent and involve e. We charge this inconsistency with the extra
intersection. Since only three segments belong to an inconsistency, a particular inconsistency can
only be charged three times for every h. So the number of spurious intersections of a particular
constant segment h with all monotonic segments in the x-sweep is bounded by 3k, and since
there are n added constant segments (horizontal rays or segments), the total number of spurious
intersections is at most 3kn. Thought experiments convince us that a single inconsistency might
cause fl(n) intersections with horizontal line segments, and so this is probably the best we can
prove. On the other hand, a particular constant segment h can intersect at most n monotonic
segments and only those whose tails are to the left of ID8X:l:(h) for a total of at most n(n - 1)/2
crossings. Therefore there are at most min(3kn, O.5n2 ) extra crossings, and the extra running time
is 0 (log n) per extra crossing.
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aFigure 4: Algebraic curves.
6 Algebraic curves
This section shows that the sweep algorithm applies to algebraic curves. We describe the curves,
explain why they satisfy the assumptions of Section 3.2, and describe numerical algorithms for
partitioning them into monotonic segments and for computing crossing lists.
Structure A point on the algebraic curve F(x, y) = 0 is regular when \lF is nonzero and
is singular otherwise. The regular points partition into ID manifolds, called branches, that are
topological circles or lines. Two branches meet at a singular point. We rule out a degenerate
singular point whose Hessian matrix has a zero eigenvalue. The curve partitions into monotonic
segments that meet at x turning points where Fy = aor at y turning points where F:J: = O.
Figure 4 shows two algebraic curves. Curve 1 consists of three branches: a topological circle
and two topological lines (the left/right loops of a horizontal figure 8) that meet at singular point c.
The monotonic segments of the figure 8 are ab, bd, de, ag,gf, Ie. The segments bd and gl intersect
at c. Curve 2 consists of two unbounded monotic segments. The curves intersect at rand s.
Segmentation We employ a sweep to partition a curve into monotonic segments and to compute
their vertical order. The events are the turning and singular points, which are computed by solving
F = F~ = a and F = Fy = O. The x coordinates of these points partition the x axis into
intervals on which there are a fixed number of monotonic segments. Two segments start or end at
an x turning point. One ends and another starts at a y turning point. 1\vo swap vertical order at a
singular point. A segment could also start or end at a vertical asymptote, but we ignore this case
because it can be eliminated by choosing a random coordinate system.
Sweep updates use equation solving to find the relevant segments. The y values of the sweep
segments at x = Xo are computed by solving F(xo, y), sorting the roots, and assigning the sorted
roots to the segments, which are stored in y order. At a start point p (and at x = -00), we insert
the new segment between the segments whose y values bracket Pv. At an end point, we remove
the segment whose y value is closest to Pv. At a singular point, we swap the two segments whose
y values are closest to Pv.
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Solver We solve algebraic equations (one univariate or two bivariate) by the homotopy method
[IS], which finds all the roots with high probability given a randomized starting point. The rare
failures are corrected with restarts. The algorithm converges quadratically at simple roots and the
root accuracy is bounded by the condition times the unit roundoff error of about 10-16 . At multiple
roots, convergence is linear and the accuracy can be lower. For generic input, multiple roots arise
solely when we solve F(xo, y) at a sweep event (xo, Yo) and Yo is a double root. We factor y - Yo
out of F(xo, y) and solve the reduced polynomial for the other, simple roots.
Crossing module We compute crossing lists for all segment pairs belonging to the curves F , G
when the first list is requested. We solve F, G = 0, assign each root to a pair of segments, and
construct the lists. The list for segments i, 9 is defined over the intersection of their x ranges,
l(f) n 1(9). The roots assigned to f,9 split l(f) n 1(9) into intervals. We compute the vertical
order of f and 9 on each interval by comparing their y values at the midpoint. The roots where the
vertical order does not change are dropped and the rest are formed into a crossing list.
A special case occurs when F equals G. In this case, segments f and 9 cross at singular points
that they share in common.
Justifications for Assumptions The following are justifications for the assumptions made in
Section 3.2 on page 5.
1. Crossing list construction is linear in the maximum number of crossings, which equals the
square of the algebraic degree of the curves by Bezout's theorem. Theory ensures a polyno-
mial bound. The experiments in the next section show that the actual running time increases
slightly with algebraic degree. We can enforce the assumption by bounding the degree.
2. The crossings module is strongly E-accurate. The segments can be expressed as analytic
functions j(x) and g(x) by the implicit function theorem. Suppose the roots Tj of hex) =
j(x) - g(x) are approximated as Sj. The sgn value is correct outside the intervals [Til Si] (or
lSi, Td)· Consider one interval [T, s]. The homotopy method ensures that Ih(s)1 < Ewhere
Eis the floating point rounding unit (about 10-16 for ANsn double float). Since her) = 0,
Taylor's theorem yields
h"(r)h(s) = h'(r)e + -2-e' + 0(e3 )
with e = 5 - T. The quantity Ih'(r)1 is the tangent of the angle at which h intersects the x
axis. Figure Sa shows the generic case where the angle is bounded away from zero, the linear
Taylor tenn dominates, e'" h(s)/lh'(r)l, and lei = 0«). The crossing module is <-accurate
with 0::; = Eand Oy = 0 because every point in [r, s] is within € of the complement of [T,5]
where sgn is correct. The error at 5, v::::: eh'(r), is unbounded because h can intersect the x
axis arbitrarily steeply. Figure 5b shows a non-generic, tangential intersection where Ih'(r)1
is small, the quadratic tenn dominates, e '" V2h(s)/h"(r), and lei = O(v'<). The crossing
module is E-accurate with 0::; = 0 and Oy = Ebecause h(x) = O(€) in [r, sJ. The error at 5 is
bounded, v ::::::: E.
3. General position is a standard computational geometry assumption. It holds with probability
one for random algebraic curves. Furthermore, we only assume pairwise general position:
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Figure 5: Strong E-accuracy: (a) transverse intersection; (b) tangential intersection.
4. Crossing lists agree on left/right and abovelbelow. We decide these relations once for every
point/segment pair and force the crossing lists to be consistent with the decisions.
5. If two segments have equal tail x values, their initial vertical order is detennined by their tail
y values. We force the crossing lists to respect this condition.
7 Experiments
We estimated the €-accuracy of the crossing module in four ways and obtained identical results:
the max € was 10-15 for polynomials of degree 1-10 and the average/max were 10-12/10-10 for
degree 11-40. First, we selected random doubles TI"" ,Td E [-1,1]. expanded the polynomial
p(x) = (x - Tl)'" (x - Td). computed its roots S1, ... Sn with the crossing module, and estimated
€ at each root as min(h - sil, Ip(Si:) I). We generated 100 polynomials for d = 1, ... ,40. Second,
we forced the polynomials to have a double root by setting T d to TI. Third, we used polynomials
with random coefficients in [-1,1]. This is a general sampling technique, since any polynomial
can be expressed in this fonnat by rescaling. Fourth, we used the system f(x) = g(y) = 0 with f
and 9 as in the first experiment and with d = 1, ... ,15. Although the algebraic degree of the roots
is d2, the E values are comparable to those of one degree d polynomial.
We estimated the number of inconsistencies in several types of arrangement problems. We
generated 1000 random curves of degree d, constructed their arrangement, and repeated the exper-
iment 50 times. The algorithm never found an inconsistency for d = 1,2,3,4,5,6,10,15 despite
the large number of crossings, for example 4751 Ion a typical set of 1000 quartics. Nor were there
any inconsistencies for 1000 random horizontal and vertical line segments, which are common in
VLSI, mechanical design, and other applications.
We generated 200 random line segments and perturbed the segment endpoints by a random
number in [-0,0] to obtain 200 pairs of nearly identical segments. We checked all 10.5 million
triples of segments for inconsistencies and obtained 0.06% inconsistent for 0 = 0.001 and none
for 0 = 0.1 ,0.0001,10-6,10-10 • We generated 200 near-identical line segments by perturbing the
endpoints of a single segment, generated all triples, and obtained no inconsistencies.
We generated 200 random polynomials y = f(x) of degree d then modified their constant
terms to make them go through the point p = (1,2). The polynomial j(x) was replaced with
g(x) ~ f(x) - f(l), so that g(l) = 0 except for rounding error. We counted the inconsistencies
among all 1.3 million triples of polynomials and obtained none for d = I, 5% for d = 2, 39%
for d = 3, 42% for d = 4, 48% for d = 5, 54% for d = 6, 58% for d = 10, and 60% for
d = 15. The roots were computed by Laguerre's method. We repeated the experiments with
random implicit polynomials and obtained 60% inconsistent triples for degree 2 and higher. The
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roots were computed by the homotopy method. The maximum width of an inconsistent interval
was 10-10 over all the experiments. The running time per root was roughly constant.
We perturbed the constant terms of the polynomials by a random number in [-0, 0] and obtained
0.003% inconsistencies instead of 48% for d = 5 and 0 = 10-8 ,0.1 % instead of 66% for d = 15
and Ii = 10-', and 3.5% for d ~ 15 and Ii = 10-10
We conclude that inconsistencies are vanishingly rare in generic input and in many structured,
hence degenerate, inputs. The only case where we found many inconsistencies is among triples of
curves that almost meet at a point. The curves form a tiny triangle with 4 inconsistent vertex orders
and 2 consistent orders. As d increases, the floating point resolution of the triangle decreases until
the vertex order becomes essentially random at d = 15, that is 60% inconsistent versus 66% for a
random choice of 4 out of 6 orders.
Although degenerate, small triangles occur in some applications. For example, consider the
layout problem of cutting a maximum number of clothing parts from a strip of fabric. Every
part will touch two other parts (or the strip boundary) in an optimal configuration, which implies
that three contact curves intersect in every three-part configuration space. ]n mechanical design,
redundancy and symmetry can generate intersecting triples of contact curves. Even so, these de-
generacies and the inconsistencies they cause will be confined to small regions, and it is hard to
conceive of a practical input for which inconsistencies will even double the running time of the
entire arrangement construction.
8 Conclusions
We have presented a robust arrangement algorithm for algebraic curves based on floating point
arithnietic. Its performance is analyzed in terms of the number k of combinatorial inconsistencies
that occur due to numerical computation. The running time and output size match those of the
standard sweep algorithm with exact, unit-cost algebraic computation, plus a term that is linear in
k and quadratic in the input size. We have presented extensive experimental evidence that k is zero
in generi~ input and is tiny even in degenerate input, hence that the actual running time matches
the standard sweep with floating point algebraic computation. Furthermore, the running time and
error bounds appear to depend on clusters of inconsistencies. If the k inconsistencies are pairwise
separated by more than € in x and y, then their running time cost is linear in k and their accuracy
cost is constant.
Inconsistency sensitive analysis is a new computational geometry paradigm that we plan to
explore further. The first step is to generalize our algorithm to algebraic curve segments and to
construct generic embeddings. Our next goal is to construct and manipulate the configuration
spaces of rigid planar parts, which are key to algorithmic part layout, mechanical design, and path
planning. Another goal is solid modeling with explicit and implicit surfaces. In both cases, the
computational geometry task is to arrange surface patches of high degree.
We also plan to develop iterative algorithms that cascade geometric computations, meaning
that the output of each iteration is the input to the next iteration. Many non-geometric numerical
algorithms use cascading, for example Newton's method. We believe that geometric algorithms
would also use cascading extensively if there were an effective way to implement it. For example,
Milenkovic uses cascaded numerical geometric operations in part layout I14, 11, 13]. However,
one can construct any algebraic expression by cascading two simple geometric constructions: (1)
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join two points to form a line and (2) intersect two lines [I, 12]. This suggests that exact geometric
cascading is as hard as exact scientific computing, which is untenable. Inconsistency sensitive al-
gorithms could make cascading practical by replacing this exponential factor with a small constant.
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